Year of the Rat
Directions, Challenges &
Solutions

9) WEST – “Star of Future Prosperity,” “Rising Star,” or “Multiplying Star”
(makes more of whatever comes in contact with it) are the names used for this
sector. We prepare for our future GOOD in upcoming years in this area.
Because it is the “Multiplying Star,” increasing whatever it contacts, it is
IMPERATIVE you clear this area of clutter and all unwanted energy! If you
argue or have sad things happen to you in this area, do an ENERGETIC
CLEARING/HEALING as soon as you can in the area. (I’m including a
recording of a ringing bell I use to shake up and clear unwanted energy).
Adding Fire element objects to this direction makes it a good location for a
bedroom or study!
Modern Cures for a bedroom: A few small, healthy green plants with
rounded leaves, like an African Violet (no pointed leaf plants), fresh flowers, or
flowering plants (again, no pointed leaf plants!). As stated previously, Peach
Blossoms represent gentle love; hence a wood-framed piece of art would be
great because it would double the energy being both a representation of a tree
(wood) plus the frame (wood). DO NOT USE a METAL frame!!! Traditional
Cures for a bedroom: Wood Quan Yin, or yin-yang harmony symbols,
especially if made of wood.
Modern Cures for office prosperity: Red Envelope, Paper Money (I often use
a local currency $100 bill or a large denomination foreign currency if you want
more international business), amethyst crystals or geode, 9 items like coins,
crystals, or wealth symbols from your culture. Traditional Cures for office
prosperity: Amethyst Gem Tree, Nine Dragons, a Scroll with Nine Fish
Avoid using the Earth Element (yellow or brown colors, square- or cubedshaped objects, or items made from earth like tile, brick, pottery, stones,
marble, clay, etc.)
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